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The Corsair K RGB is one of the most capable and flashiest keyboards you can get, as long as
you can get past the hurdles of iCue and the price tag. The Corsair K RGB brings a nearly
maxed-out feature set with media controls, macro buttons, and plenty of RGB to compete with
the best gaming keyboards out there. In fact, a good many of our favorite keyboards cost
considerably less than this one while offering fairly similar capabilities. So, Corsair delivered a
new level of keyboard performance to justify the price. Both options are built for fast actuation,
our review unit uses the OPX switches with a 1mm actuation point, a 45g actuation force, and a
3. Those distances are a fair bit shorter than the common Cherry MX Red switches. The
combination of these fast switches with a new 4,Hz polling rate is intended to make sure your
computer registers your keystrokes incredibly quickly. This keyboard performs phenomenally
in gaming, but not exceptionally. A 1,Hz polling rate is already intangibly fast, and jumping to
4,Hz makes little difference. It can happen, but only if we keep the key very close to fully
bottomed out. Corsair has managed to do something truly praiseworthy with its keycaps. The
only inconsistency we notice is that larger keys shift, enter, backspace, etc.. All of this
capability is packed into a keyboard that delivers premium quality. The height adjustment legs
offer two different height levels and work together with strong grips. Where the K95 Platinum
had this light strip just along the top edge of the keyboard, the K sees it wrap around the sides
as well for 44 zones of controllable light. Fortunately, the per-key RGB lighting of the keys
themselves is more than enough of a lightshow. It remains surprisingly confusing how lighting
effects, functions, macros and such are assigned to individual keys. That reliance on iCue, a
shocking 1. The Elgato Stream Deck integration which is an additional installation adds some
special functions available for the six dedicated macro keys at the left edge of the keyboard. But
the more interesting wheel at the top of the keyboard relies on iCue for customization, and its
usefulness will vary between softwares e. This limits the usefulness of some of these unique
features to a small subset of users. You want the fastest response A 4,Hz polling rate may be
imperceptible to us, but the high actuation point and consistent keypresses make this a
dependable keyboard for twitchy gameplay. You may want to make sure you have room. You
game pretty casually The 1,Hz polling rate most quality gaming peripherals can offer is already
responsive to the point of feeling instantaneous. Please deactivate your ad blocker in order to
see our subscription offer. Home Reviews Computing. Our Verdict The Corsair K RGB is one of
the most capable and flashiest keyboards you can get, as long as you can get past the hurdles
of iCue and the price tag. For Maxed out features Stable keycaps Consistent. Against Very
expensive iCue woes Limited utility for some. The ever popular models: the K, K and K are seen
on the highways today, and what a fantastic sight they are. One of the latest trends by truckers,
big rig collectors and enthusiasts, is full restoration of these beautiful rigs, from the past. And
just one more thingâ€¦. If you click on one of the product or service links on this site, we may
receive commissions if you purchase something. Learn more Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This post may contain affiliate links.
You can read the full disclosure policy, which is pretty dull, but here it is. The owner was
Sumner Magnus. Tips and tricks to help with the learning process of driving a big rig. Learn if
Swift Paid training is right for you. We give 7 easy to implement truck driver accident prevention
tips. They are only effective if you abide by these simple to follow guidelines! Truck driving
schools in Texas are plentiful. Maybe Schneider could be right for you. A step by step
demonstration for chaining up a big rig truck, with photos and video, by a 42 year experienced
truck driver. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website
uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these,
the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential
for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help
us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your
browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Happy Birthday to Ed Brewer who celebrates his?
Birthday on Wednesday February 24th. Happy Birthday Ed and may God bless you with many
more great cruisin years! Rick Ruffner is happy to announce the date of the first cruise-in to be
held in Perrysburg will be on Friday May 7th, from 5p. Rick is looking forward to seeing all you
great cruiser's, so mark your calendars for Friday May 7th, as this is always a great time! The

Toledo Club will be holding their second annual car show on Saturday August 21st, with a rain
date of Sunday August 22nd, we had over cars at this show last year and everyone said what a
great time they had. I hope to have details on this show soon, so keep checking back!
Congatulations to our Frisch's cruiser of the year John Wallace and his great looking Mustang,
for being our cruiser of the year John will get a 5 x 7 picture of his car put up on the cruiser
board, also John will be getting a special prize from Manager Don Brock! A big thank you to all
you great cruiser's of the week this year and we look forward to having all of you back next
year! I hope you don't have to but should you have to go to a funeral home and you want to
write a check for Hospice of Northwest Ohio if you would please put in the memo car cruisers
for Hospice and they will credit our account, this is great way to pay your respect to the
deceased and a great way to help car cruisers for Hospice. If you have any questions you can
contact me at , thanks! I can never thank all you great cruiser's enough for your great support, I
am so proud to know all of you and it makes me proud to say that I to am a Car Cruiser for
Hospice! I once again say thank you! May God bless each and everyone of you for your great
support! If you ever have any questions or need some information about what Hospice of
Northwest Ohio does you can contact John Lechman at and he will be happy to help you! If you
are having a anniversary, birthday, or other special occasion, or you know of someone who is
sick or in the hospital, please call me at and I will put it up on the web site, thanks! If you are
having Computer problems, let me recommend Leonard Parker, he has helped me with my
computer problems many times. Leonard's phone number is give him a try you'll be glad you
did! Web View Mobile View. Print Sitemap. Ever hear of a car getting top billing on a TV show?
Internet buzz says the original car is now in the hands of a restorer. Related: 15 Best Mustangs
of All Time. David Hasselhoff as the crime-fighting Michael Knight or K. Knight Industries Two
Thousand or the fictional computer controlling his flashy Knight ? Voiced by William Daniels, K.
Too bad he later switched to water skis for the now-famous latter-day episode that led to the
pop-culture phrase "jumping the shark. It was called the "Striped Tomato" by Starsky in one
episode and would continue to be known by that nickname. The car, unsurprisingly, was
reprised in the movie version that starred Ben Stiller and Owen Wilson. T to fame focused on
four former members of a United States Army Special Forces unit on the run and working as
soldiers of fortune from a GMC Vandura van filled with a multitude of devices. Elements such as
its red stripe and its rooftop spoiler helped it become an iconic vehicle, with the original
displayed at the New York International Auto Show in The mustachioed private eye Tom
Magnum who worked both the shorty shorts and the Hawaiian crime scene could often be found
in quite the ride â€” a Ferrari GTS owned by Robin Masters, the elusive novelist on whose
estate Magnum lived and worked as security chief. The undercover police detectives were all
about being showy and while several cars were featured over the years, its aesthetic was
perhaps epitomized by Crockett's white and white-hot Ferrari Testarossa. The hero car used for
filming has been put up for auction twice without success, but the owners are trying again in
August. Rather, these macho men kept the Golden State safe from the back of their Kawasaki
KZP motorcycles as did their real-life counterparts. Often doing their own riding, the stars were
said to have incurred a few injuries along the way. On air : Airwolf was the code name of the
high-tech military helicopter around which this series was built. Its crew â€” including
Jan-Michael Vincent, Ernest Borgnine, and Alex Cord â€” was all about completing exotic
missions, dealing with espionage and Cold War themes along the way. The supersonic
helicopter â€” fittingly featuring stealth capabilities and an impressive arsenal â€” kept the
storylines propelling ever forward and earning this chopper its own Wikipedia page. Rockford
was often behind the wheel of his gold Pontiac Firebird â€” initially an Espirit and later Formula
s made to look like Esprits â€” and even had a signature move: the " Jim Rockford J-turn ,"
helpful in chasing or running from the bad guys. One of the last Firebirds used on the show
recently sold at auction. On air : "The plane, the plane" â€” or "Da plane, da plane" â€” you've
heard it, you've maybe even said it. The plane, a Grumman Widgeon, went up for auction in in
Branson, Missouri, proving its status as a cultural icon. And, let's not forget Tattoo's
custom-made Plymouth Volare golf cart, complete with its signature striped awning, as yet
another show regular. The car was pivotal in that the mysterious do-gooder with a sketchy past
only helped those who knew to answer his car-themed advertisement. It put an early spotlight
on paramedics and their role as first responders, often credited in helping popularize the
profession. Squad 51, a Dodge D truck, saw much action during the show's tenure. A testament
to its legacy, the vehicles of Station 51 â€” featured on the show as the base â€” are part of the
collection of the Los Angeles County Fire Museum. He cruised Las Vegas in his sleek Ford
Thunderbird convertible â€” red, of course. On air : Though it lasted just two seasons, this
show starred Claude Akins as an old-school truck driver with co-pilot Frank Converse, an
educated fella providing yet another television study in opposites. The truck is said to be a dark

green Kenworth W in the pilot "In Tandem" that was subbed out for a model for the show itself
â€” and, as reported by GoByTruckNews, was recently renovated to its original glory. The
big-rig drama featured a theme song sung by Merle Haggard, so you can't argue its all-American
edgy authenticity. It not only served as their transportation near home but also on the concert
trail. It even served as a plot point several times, like when a skunk wandered onto the bus and
left the songbirds in a stinky state before a gig. It was a fittingly nondescript vehicle many
families of the time could relate to, but this one went on to be commemorated as a Hot Wheels
model car. Sadly, the original vessel ended up being sold for scrap , too costly to repair after
decades of service. This show was an air-and-sea bonanza , with the detectives running their
agency out of a boat, the titular Riptide, while also sometimes working from The Screaming
Mimi, a Sikorsky helicopter, and a speedboat, the Ebb Tide. The Riptide, a Elco Yacht, lived
quite a life even before making it to the small screen as it was first owned by restauranteur
Howard Johnson , and later gangster Morris "Mo" Dalitz. Telly Savalas, as New York City police
detective lieutenant Theo Kojak, was famed for his catchphrase, his lollipop, his bald head, and
his Buick Century On air : The adventure drama focused on star Stephen Collins, a former
Flying Tiger pilot, operating an air-cargo business in the lates South Pacific. The co-star? A
red-and-white Grumman Goose. Capitalizing on the popularity of the "Raiders of the Lost Ark"
movie, this show was all about the romance of early aviation, intrigue and exotic locales.
Viewers would travel back in time aided by the show's opening, which featured Ma and Pa
Ingalls Karen Grassle and Michael Landon perched on the bench of a covered wagon as their
daughters run toward them down a flower-strewn hill. Of course, the doors didn't open so they
had to hop in, adding to the excitement of the chase. And who could forget the horn that played
"Dixie? On air : Greg Evigan not only starred as the titular B. In the show, freelance trucker and
Vietnam vet B. You wouldn't want to be around mystery writer and amateur sleuth Jessica
Fletcher, memorably played by Angela Lansbury, as someone always â€” always! But that didn't
let Miss Fletcher lose her cheery disposition or her penchant for getting around Cabot Cove,
Maine on her trusty basket-fronted bicycle. The young man soon learns that Edward is not only
the head of a toy company but also someone who refuses to grow up, hence the scale-model
freight train that Edward was often seen riding through the mansion's living room. The madcap
adventures would often begin and end with them riding their "Banana Buggies," customized
Amphicat six-wheel drive ATVs iconic enough to be turned into scale-model kits at the time.
Now, we trust you'll use your imagination as we conclude this tour with a few animated
classics, beginning with "Wonder Woman. The Mystery Machine â€” a cartoon at first so no
specific model noted, though there are plenty of theories â€” was a traditional panel van of the
era painted in a psychedelic manner that few will forget. Mel Blanc, perhaps best known as the
voice of Bugs Bunny, would bring the title car to life. Cheapism may earn a commission if you
buy through a link on our site. Sign up for our newsletter. Mary Shustack May 27, Behind every
budget is a bucket list. Skip to main content. Include description. Ertl 5 Items 5. First Gear 40
Items Hot Wheels 3 Items 3. IXO 12 Items Matchbox 3 Items 3. Racing Champions 6 Items 6.
Unbranded 30 Items Year of Manufacture. White 82 Items Red 41 Items Black 44 Items Blue 35
Items Yellow 17 Items Green 6 Items 6. Orange 10 Items Silver 11 Items Gold 7 Items 7. Purple 6
Items 6. Vehicle Type. Trailer 91 Items Van 4 Items 4. Tractor Unit 8 Items 8. Car Transporter 3
Items 3. Commercial Vehicle 2 Items 2. Container 1 Items 1. Diecast 93 Items Metal 17 Items
Plastic 5 Items 5. ABS 1 Items 1. Zamak 1 Items 1. Not Specified Items Unopened Box 49 Items
Limited Edition 42 Items Special Edition 3 Items 3. Advertising Specimen 2 Items 2. Built From
Scratch 1 Items 1. With Case 1 Items 1. With Stand 1 Items 1. Vehicle Make. Kenworth Items
Peterbilt 12 Items Not Specified 1 Items 1. Not Specified 46 Items New 14, Items 14, Used Items
Not Specified 4 Items 4. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings 14,
Accepts Offers 1, Auction Buy It Now 14, Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery
Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized
Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Free International
Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Other Commercial Truck Parts - apply Category filter.
Sleeper Semi Trucks - apply Category filter. Buy It Now. Free returns. Last one. Leave feedback
about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated:
Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for
international shipping options and costs. We will notify you of any important changes or activity
on your favorite listings. You can opt-out any time from the My Account page. Designated
trademarks and brands are the property of their respective owners. Use of this Web site
constitutes acceptance of the RacingJunk. Previous Ad Next Ad. Listed By kev Show phone
number Contact. Private Seller - kev Get Push Notifications for Favorite Listings We will notify
you of any important changes or activity on your favorite listings. Excellent condition
professionally built K Straight Truck. Cummins with 10spd k miles. Excellent condition and

always stored inside when not in use. Custom carbon dash accents, leather door panels, leather
high back air ride seats, twin bunk sleeper with new mattresses. Shop area for multiple cars.
Onan generator with hrs. Very well built truck. NEW tires, aluminum wheels, awning system etc.
Contact for detailed specs on this truck. Accepted Payment Methods Cash. Phone Number.
Helena St. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. Privacy Policy. I can withdraw my
consent at any time by unsubscribing. Posted in Classifieds. Find your insurance rate with
Allstate Insurance. Ship your purchase with uShip. Find nearby storage with SpareFoot Storage.
Similar Classifieds. Freightliner Toter Home w Matching Smart Partners and Supporters Support Local Racing. Partner up with RacingJunk. Customer reviews. Write a review. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All
Buying Options. Add to Wish List. This page works best with JavaScript. Disabling it will result
in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the product.
Top positive review. Reviewed in the United States on July 26, Understand what this product
does. It doesn't eliminate water. When phase separation occurs water settles at the bottom of
your gas tank. It is difficult for an engine to burn off large particles of water as it passes
through. K mg breaks large chunks of water in the gas tank in to tiny water particles that the
engine can easily burn off. Also it is suppose to give 2 points of octane boost to the gas in your
tank. So if you use 87 octane k pushes it to 89 octane etc. It also is a fuel system cleaner. If you
have a 20 gallon tank recommended use is 10 oz. I always fill up my tank after pouring in the
recommended amount. The octane boost doesn't really help my car as I use non ethanol
premium gas 91 octane. My car has an anti knock rating of There is no benefit of extra octane if
the gas you are using meets the minimum requirement for your car. But if you use 89 octane
and the minimum for your car is 91 octane then this aspect of k would be beneficial. Very good
product. YouTube shows experiments as to how it works and shows results! I have a G35xs 08'
Infiniti which has a 20 gallon tank and gas mileage on average is 20 miles a gallon. So I should
be getting up to miles per tank. Now when I fill up it is not uncommon to see the mileage gauge
go up to miles on a full tank. K is by far the best product I have used for my car. Top critical
review. Reviewed in the United States on January 16, So far, every single engine I've used this
in has failed to start. Can't prove the additive was is the problem, but how could it be anything
else? Sort by. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All reviewers Verified purchase
only All reviewers. All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star only 1 star only All positive
All critical All stars. Text, image, video Image and video reviews only Text, image, video. There
was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. From the United States.
Verified Purchase. By Placesandspaces on July 26, Images in this review. Showing 0 comments.
There was a problem loading comments right now. I have used this stuff for a number of years
now. I use it in a Billy Goat lawn Mower, two snow blowers, one craftsman leaf vac, a Skill leaf
blower, and my Polaris Ranger 6x6. Each machine starts right up after storage. The Billy Goat
has this cc Briggs and this stuff is magic. Starts right up after storage in a plastic shed after a
typical Wisconsin winter. I don't just use it for storage, I use it year round. Was originally
recommended to me by J. S Power Equipment in Waukesha. This size bottle usually lasts two
years. Just reaching the end of my last bottle and repurchased so I do not run out. It is not a
gimmick as one person claims, the stuff works in my experience and better than many of the so
called fuel stabilizers. Best fuel additive I ever used and I have used the top brands before. The
first time I used K was in my V star and I noticed a difference from the very first time I put it in
the tank. I have been using it ever since. The bike has a better throttle response and runs and
idles smoother. This product does what it claims to do. I won't buy any other fuel additive since
I was fortunate enough to find K I had to be talked into trying it at a local shop a few years ago,
by an employee of the shop, who assured me that this stuff was the real deal. I was hesitant on
trying this product at first because I never heard of it up to that point, but the employee of the
shop convinced me to give it a try. I'm glad I followed his expert advice. He was correct, it is the
real deal. Anderson on May 26, Not sure why every motorcycle rider in the US stupid ethanol
additives doesn't have a lifetime supply of this stuff. Increases mileage, bike sounds better,
amazing. Wish it came with some sort of funnel. I only use 3 capfuls per 4 gallon tank and it
makes a profound difference. K works better than any other product I have tried for removing
water from fuel. I would still recommend using quality petrol and draining the petrol after the
season is over for lawnmowers and snow throwers, but having a container of K on hand will put
your mind a bit at ease. One person found this helpful. Took a long time to get the engines
running after sitting for a week or two. Don't know if I put too much in or what. Never had that
problem with just gas in the tanks with nothing added. Even after sitting all winter. Maybe it's
like ethanol and draws more water in than it should. Ran the battery down on the motorcycle
trying to start it after two weeks of sitting, and the lawn tractor, when it finally started, took a

long time sitting and running before it had enough power to turn on the mower deck. Stalled
several times trying to get the mower deck going. Either I stop using it or try putting smaller
amount in than what's recommended on the bottle. This product restored the performance of
my HP Mercury outboard boat engine after it had sat unused for almost two years. A bottle of K
did the trick, boat runs like new. It may seem "pricey" but for me it saved hundreds - I'll be using
this regularly, have already purchased another quart. Product recommended by the marina
where we get our boat winterized. If you can't find gasoline without corn in it, you need this to
keep water from ruining your fuel system. The corn attracts moisture and makes the fuel go bad
more quickly. Someday ethanol should be replaced by isobutanol, another biofuel based on
corn that does not cause these problems. Meantime, KMG. My fuel tank has water problem after
my boat was sitting at dock for 6 months. I believe it is because the fuel has ethanol in it.
Inboard Engine starts but quickly die. After putting a bottle of K into fuel tank for overnight, the
inboard engine starts without problem and regain full power. It saves me a trip to pull boat to
boat ram and take it to service to drain the bad fuel. It saves me money and time. It is highly
recommend. Need customer service? Click here. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. See more product details. K is a remarkable organic formulation that bonds itself to water
and renders it completely burnable as fuel, eliminating water and water related problems! Water
reduces the heat of combustion which means more smoke, less power, hard starting, rough
idle, poor mileage, and winter freeze-ups. Use K Fuel Treatment regularly so your engine will
run cleaner, run stronger and run longer with better overall engine efficiency. K burns cleanly
and completely with no ash deposits while also dissolving gums and varnishes. MG also
revitalizes fuel and stabilizes for extended storage. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: Get
free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery:
Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 4 hrs and 18 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: K Amazon's Choice recommends
highly rated and well-priced products. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three
to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show
details. Sold by Kaspien and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item
also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to
explore. Gumout Carb and Choke Cleaner, 14 oz. Register a free business account. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Understand what this
product does. It doesn't eliminate water. When phase separation occurs water settles at the
bottom of your gas tank. It is difficult for an engine to burn off large particles of water as it
passes through. K mg breaks large chunks of water in the gas tank in to tiny water particles that
the engine can easily burn off. Also it is suppose to give 2 points of octane boost to the gas in
your tank. So if you use 87 octane k pushes it to 89 octane etc. It also is a fuel system cleaner. If
you have a 20 gallon tank recommended use is 10 oz. I always fill up my tank after pouring in
the recommended amount. The octane boost doesn't really help my car as I use non ethanol
premium gas 91 octane. My car has an anti knock rating of There is no benefit of extra octane if
the gas you are using meets the minimum requirement for your car. But if you use 89 octane
and the minimum for your car is 91 octane then this aspect of k would be beneficial. Very good
product. YouTube shows experiments as to how it works and shows results! I have a G35xs 08'
Infiniti which has a 20 gallon tank and gas mileage on average is 20 miles a gallon. So I should
be getting up to miles per tank. Now when I fill up it is not uncommon to see the mileage gauge
go up to miles on a full tank. K is by far the best product I have used for my car. By
Placesandspaces on July 26, Images in this review. I have used this stuff for a number of years

now. I use it in a Billy Goat lawn Mower, two snow blowers, one craftsman leaf vac, a Skill leaf
blower, and my Polaris Ranger 6x6. Each machine starts right up after storage. The Billy Goat
has this cc Briggs and this stuff is magic. Starts right up after storage in a plastic shed after a
typical Wisconsin winter. I don't just use it for storage, I use it year round. Was originally
recommended to me by J. S Power Equipment in Waukesha. This size bottle usually lasts two
years. Just reaching the end of my last bottle and repurchased so I do not run out. It is not a
gimmick as one person claims, the stuff works in my experience and better than many of the so
called fuel stabilizers. Best fuel additive I ever used and I have used the top brands before. The
first time I used K was in my V star and I noticed a difference from the very first time I put it in
the tank. I have been using it ever since. The bike has a better throttle response and runs and
idles smoother. This product does what it claims to do. I won't buy any other fuel additive since
I was fortunate enough to find K I had to be talked into trying it at a local shop a few years ago,
by an employee of the shop, who assured me that this stuff was the real deal. I was hesitant on
trying this product at first because I never heard of it up to that point, but the employee of the
shop convinced me to give it a try. I'm glad I followed his expert advice. He was correct, it is the
real deal. Anderson on May 26, Not sure why every motorcycle rider in the US stupid ethanol
additives doesn't have a lifetime supply of this stuff. Increases mileage, bike sounds better,
amazing. Wish it came with some sort of funnel. I only use 3 capfuls per 4 gallon tank and it
makes a profound difference. K works better than any other product I have tried for removing
water from fuel. I would still recommend using quality petrol and draining the petrol after the
season is over for lawnmowers and snow throwers, but having a container of K on hand will put
your mind a bit at ease. One person found this helpful. So far, every single engine I've used this
in has failed to start. Can't prove the additive was is the problem, but how could it be anything
else? Took a long time to get the engines running after sitting for a week or two. Don't know if I
put too much in or what. Never had that problem with just gas in the tanks with nothing added.
Even after sitting all winter. Maybe it's like ethanol and draws more water in than it should. Ran
the battery down on the motorcycle trying to start it after two weeks of sitting, and the lawn
tractor, when it finally started, took a long time sitting and running before it had enough power
to turn on the mower deck. Stalled several times trying to get the mower deck going. Either I
stop using it or try putting smaller amount in than what's recommended on the bottle. This
product restored the performance of my HP Mercury outboard boat engine after it had sat
unused for almost two years. A bottle of K did the trick, boat runs like new. It may seem "pricey"
but for me it saved hundreds - I'll be using this regularly, have already purchased another quart.
See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Help keep clean and save carb jobs from
corroson. Report abuse. Good product. Customers who bought this item also bought. Fits 1.
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